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The one thing we can say with confidence is demand is MUCH stronger than 

supply right now.  Multiple offers are common when a new house comes on 

the market.  Each sale in a neighborhood seems to set another high water 

mark for pricing.  The number of transactions this year will hinge on supply, 

because the demand is there.  Continued appreciation throughout the year 

seems like a safe bet.   

Sometimes dramatic jumps in pricing motivate people to sell their home.  You 

know the conversation, “the neighbors just got how much for their house??!! 

Maybe we should think about selling!”  In the second half of 2020 we saw 

some of this phenomenon as the number of listings surged through the 

normal summer listing season and well into the fall (when new listings 

typically drop off).  That allowed for an extremely large number of 

transactions.  Will that trend continue in 2021?  Or, will people hang onto one 

of their best performing investments causing the already low supply to 

dwindle further?  We’ll have to wait and see. 

Why are we seeing such extraordinary dynamics in our housing market? 

The residential real estate market is solid around most of the country for one 

primary reason . . . right now, HOME is more important than ever.  People are 

spending more time in their homes than they have before. 

In Plumas County, we have a major amplifier to that.  The profile of our typical 

buyer has evolved.  People have always wanted to be in the Sierras, but that 

typically meant buying a vacation home (historically a majority of homes here 

have been non primary residents).  People from the tech industry started to 

have the ability to move up here, permanently, as much as 20 years ago.  In 

the last 10 years, high speed internet started to allow other professionals to 

make the Sierras home.  Even Doctors and Lawyers could consolidate their 

live meetings into a couple days a week in the Bay Area, and then work from 
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home (in the Sierras) the other days, while keeping their family here full 

time.  The Coronavirus has accelerated that evolution, as people across many 

industries have been forced to use technology to work from home, and 

realized they can do it productively.  Also, the businesses themselves are now 

far more comfortable with employees working remotely.  This has driven 

demand for homes in our area to all new levels.  People want to be here now . . 

. and, as long as Plumas County is more affordable than the Bay Area and 

Truckee-Tahoe, that trend will continue.  
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